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Our Mission
To provide essential traffic safety 
knowledge and skills to low- and 
middle-income countries with 
the goal of preventing road traffic 
fatalities and injuries.

AIP Foundation is a US 501(c)(3) non-
profit organization that has been 
delivering life-saving road safety  
programs  in locations across Asia 
and Africa for more than 15 years.
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Countries we work in

THE CHALLENGE
The road traffic fatality rate in low- 

and middle- income countries is 

2x
1.24 &
people die

20
more thanOver

suffer injuries
killer of young 

people worldwide.

Road traffic 
injury is the

An estimated

are lost on Vietnam’s 
roads everyday.

lives60

VIETNAM

of motorcycle passengers 
wear helmets.

Only

9%

CAMBODIA
There are an estimated 

road traffic injuries
each year.

5.5 million

CHINA

deadliest roads in 
the world.

Thailand has the

nd2

THAILAND

#1

TANZANIA

Over

of Tanzania’s GDP is lost to road 
crashes every year.
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on the world’s roads each year.

Motorcycle taxi crashes
account for 

UGANDA

of all trauma patients at 
Uganda’s national referral 

hospital in Kampala.

Low- and middle-income countries AIP Foundation locations

US$       million704

million million

41%

that of high-income countries.



AIP Foundation uses rigorous 
helmet observation methodology 
developed in partnership with 
the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) 
that utilizes strategic filming of 
the traffic flow outside schools. 
With this monitoring method, we 
more accurately observe student 
helmet use rates and can gauge 
our programs’ effectiveness, 
enabling us to develop stronger 
interventions.

Access to 
helmets

Targeted 
education

AIP Foundation
Established in 1999, AIP Foundation has offices and representatives in Cambodia, China, Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda, 
and Vietnam. We work in partnership with local governments and communities around the world to address road safety 
through our five “gears,” each valuable independently, but most highly effective when implemented in coordination with 
one another:

Communications
for change

Evidence for programs, policy 
change, and best-practice

Helmet production and the 
direct provision of helmets

Tailored road safety 
education programs

Public awareness and behavior 
change campaigns

Global and 
legislative 
advocacy
Development and 
enforcement of traffic 
standards and laws
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31,537

Child helmet use rates
2013-2014 school year

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Thailand 14%
61%

Vietnam 16%
93%

Cambodia 5%
60%

Pre-intervention Post-intervention 

Helmets are effective and affordable
Helmets are proven to reduce the risk of  head injury by 69% and death 
by 42% in a crash. AIP Foundation provides vulnerable road users with 
high-quality helmets and life-saving road safety knowledge and empowers 
communities to establish road safety norms. At schools, we also equip 
teachers with the necessary skills to engage children in safe road behavior, 
raising awareness among the entire school community to improve the road 
safety environment and save more lives.

Helmet program results
During the 2013-2014 school year, 31,537 students, teachers, and parents 
received quality helmets under AIP Foundation programs. Helmet use rates 
rose across our project schools.

OUR APPROACH

Research, 
monitoring, and 
evaluation

Committed to
data-driven, 
evidence-based 
programs

helmets were distributed 
by AIP Foundation during 

the 2013-2014 school year.



In China we are seeing positive results in pedestrian safety knowledge, attitude, and behavior among students from our 
Walk Wise project. We take pride in knowing that nearly 25,000 children are now safer walking to and from school each 
day. The project will expand to provide important pedestrian safety skills, alongside other road safety skills, to students 
over the next three years. 

We continue to advance the road safety agenda in Vietnam and are entering a new phase of innovative approaches 
to increase child helmet use. On average, our programs raise helmet wearing rates by 77% at target schools. We are 
currently supporting the National Traffic Safety Committee, Vietnam’s lead agency on road safety, to develop a National 
Child Helmet Action Plan to improve the enforcement of child helmet use in 15 target provinces beginning in 2015. 

Globally, the Millennium Development Goals are nearing their 15-year mark. AIP Foundation strongly supports the 
inclusion of road safety into the Post-2015 development agenda and will attend the Second Global Ministerial Conference 
on Road Safety in Brazil in 2015.

I remain optimistic about a world where road crashes are fewer and road injuries and fatalities mitigated.  However, we 
still have a long way to go. I look forward to another year of working together towards this goal.

Sincerely,

Greig Craft
President and Founder
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Dear Friends and Supporters,

This year marks 15 years of AIP Foundation’s work to prevent road crash 
fatalities and injuries worldwide. Beginning in 1999 with three employees, 
we now have over 70 professional staff in our organization. From the launch 
of Helmets for Kids in 2000 in Vietnam, to its expansion to Thailand and 
Cambodia in 2006, to the establishment of the Global Helmet Vaccine Initiative 
in 2009 and its projects in Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda, to comprehensive 
pedestrian safety programs in Vietnam and China, AIP Foundation has made 
great strides to improve global road safety.

We celebrated many achievements in 2014. The approval of the Road Traffic 
Law in Cambodia was a milestone event and demonstrated the power of 
multiple organizations working together to affect change. In support of this 
law, our new “Head Safe. Helmet On.” campaign sponsored by USAID-DIV will 
directly benefit 222,445 Cambodians through the distribution of helmets and 
road safety education. This project is taking place at a critical time and aims 
to raise the passenger helmet wearing rate to 80% by 2016. 

In Thailand, more than 150 news articles alongside television and radio 
broadcasts covered the launch of The 7% Project, a new campaign named 
after the fact that less than 7% of children in Thailand wear helmets when 
riding as passengers on motorcycles. This project has spiked a nationwide 
conversation on child helmet use. Creative methods such as design contests, 
helmet-themed concerts, and public awareness campaigns communicate the 
importance of helmets to parents and families throughout the country. 

MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2014

January
Road safety signs are installed near 18 primary 
schools in Kai County, China in support of the Walk 

Wise project, reminding drivers to “slow down for 
kids!” in school zones.

May
Safe Kids Walk This Way campaign in Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam reduces percentage of students 
involved in road crashes from 24% to 19%.

June
Child helmet use capacity building for journalists and 
policymakers expands to six provinces in Southern Vietnam, 
resulting in the training of 52 media and government 
officials in late 2014.

July
Our first industrial zone project in Vietnam begins 
in the Nghi Son Economic Zone with Road Safety 
Day events attended by 1,050 people in three 
communes. August

AIP Foundation and USAID-DIV partner to save Cambodia 
US$98 million with new “Head Safe. Helmet On.” project 
targeting passenger helmet use.September 

One of many Driving Skills for Life training sessions 
takes place in Nha Trang, Vietnam. Across Thailand 
and Vietnam, 1,918 drivers were trained.

1

February
His Royal Highness Prince Michael of Kent GCVO attends 
a Helmets for Kids kick-off ceremony in Hanoi, Vietnam. 

2

March
In Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, an innovative 
communication campaign to expose the dangers of 
high-speed motorcycle riding exhibits three large 
shipping containers with the message, “Crashing at 
60km/h is equivalent to being crushed by 7 tons of 
containers.”

3

April
New road safety education and helmet exchange 
program Helmets for Families commences in Vietnam, 
in which 4,289 substandard “eggshell” helmets are 
exchanged for much needed high-quality helmets.

4

5

6

7

8

9

October
The third phase of Walk Wise launches in Chongqing 
Province, China, expanding to nearly 55,000 students.

10

November
Over 1,600 people attend the launch of The 7% Project 
in Bangkok promoting motorcycle passenger child 
helmet use in Thailand.

11

December
Motorcycle taxi training workshops are held in Kampala 
as part of the “Obulamu Bwe Buggaga – Wear a helmet!” 
campaign in Uganda. 

AIP Foundation is awarded the Vietnam Union of 
Friendship Organizations’ Certificate for outstanding 
contributions to the socioeconomic development of 
Vietnam in 2014.

Cambodian Deputy Prime Minister Sar Kheng presents 
Royal Order of Sahametrei Medals to AIP Foundation for 
our contribution to road safety efforts.

12

people from the 2013-2014 school 
year to the end of 2014.

AIP Foundation reached a total of

18,164,385



Access to affordable, high-quality helmets that meet safety standards 
is a crucial element of making helmet initiatives successful. Our 
Protec factory based in Hanoi, Vietnam provides safe, affordable, and 
environmentally appropriate motorcycle helmets—including child 
helmets—to the Vietnamese market.

Protec operates as a social enterprise; all profits from helmets sales are 
reinvested into AIP Foundation’s educational programs and road safety 
initiatives. Protec directly supplies helmets to our Helmets for Kids 
program, which provides quality helmets and road safety education 
to students from at-risk schools with the support of corporations and 
other sponsors. 

Protec seeks to provide a safe and comfortable work environment for 
its 200 employees, including 110 factory workers. The helmet assembly 
line at the factory is modified to accommodate disabled workers, who 
make up approximately 30% of the factory’s workforce.

THE PROTEC HELMET FACTORY

Inside the Protec factory in Hanoi, Vietnam.
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helmets in 2014.

The Protec factory manufactured 
approximately

500,000



PUBLICATIONS AND CONFERENCES

2014 publications
In collaboration with international research partners such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 
AIP Foundation contributes articles and reports to journals and conferences.
 
Bui, T. V., & Truong, T. N. “Increases in Helmet Use among Students: Effectiveness of School-Based Helmet Use

Program in Vietnam.” Presented at the 10th Annual National Conference of Vietnam Public Health Association 
(VHPA). Hanoi, Vietnam, 2014.

Ederer, D. J., Bui, T. V., Parker, E. M., Roehler, D. R., Sidik, M., Florian, M. J., Kim, P., Sim, S., & Ballesteros, M. F.
“Helmets for Kids: Evaluation of a School-Based Helmet Intervention in Cambodia.” Injury Prevention, Initial 
submission, 2014.

Marshall, B., Nguyen, N., Brondum, L. Bui, T., Pitt, R., & Sidik, M. Developing an Integrated Campaign to Address

Child Helmet Use in Vietnam: A Case Study. Hanoi, Vietnam: Asia Injury Prevention Foundation, 2014.

Moore, D., Nguyen, N., Marshall, B., & Bui, T.  “Assessing an Integrated Campaign to Address Child Helmet Use 
in Vietnam.” Presented at the 10th Annual National Conference of Vietnam Public Health Association (VHPA). 
Hanoi, Vietnam, 2014.

Tran, M., Bui, T., Winther, R., & Zelkowitz, A. “Four Trials to Crack the Child Helmet Quandary.” Bangkok, 
Thailand. Initial submission.
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Conferences attended by AIP Foundation

Dec 10-12

Nov 17-19

Oct 6-7
Sep 21-24
Aug 27-28
Jun 23-24

Safe Roads | Safe Kids Global Road Safety Summit, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
“Helmet Safety for All Children in Vietnam.”

Apr 8-9 19th Meeting of United Nations Road Safety Collaboration (UNRSC), New York, U.S.A.

May 5-7
Decade of Action Donor Forum, Melbourne, Australia. 
“Effective Methods for Securing and Retaining Corporate Support for Road Safety Programs.”

May 28-29
Johnson & Johnson’s Asia Pacific SAFE Fleet meeting, Singapore.
“Helmets for Kids in Vietnam: Supporting the UN Decade of Action for Road Safety.”

Asia Pacific Road Safety 2014, GRSP Regional Seminars, Manila, Philippines. 
“Supporting Evidence-Based, Data-Driven Programs.” and “Model School Zone.”

WHO-Fatal Injury Surveillance in Mortuaries and Hospitals Workshop, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.

Clinton Global Initiative Annual Meeting, New York, U.S.A. 
2014 CGI Commitment Announcement: “Reduce Road Traffic Fatalities and Injuries Globally.”

20th Meeting of United Nations Road Safety Collaboration (UNRSC), Geneva, Switzerland.

1st International Road Federation Asia Regional Congress, Bali, Indonesia. 
“Walk Wise China: A Program in Chevron’s Gas Project Zone.” and “Changing Our Roadway Safety Culture.”

In 2014, AIP Foundation’s diverse staff across all country offices attended and presented at multiple road safety forums, 
meetings, and summits to provide their participation and input as road safety experts.
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A delegation of Cambodian senior 
government officials visited the Protec 
factory in Hanoi, Vietnam to discuss the 
possibility of building a similar facility in 
Cambodia. AIP Foundation also coordinated 
a study tour for the officials to discuss 
quality helmet standards and passenger 
helmet law enforcement based on lessons 
learned from Vietnam and Singapore.

children reached 
directly through helmet 
donations and helmet 

safety education.

8,567

Celebrity Road Safety Ambassador Michelle Yeoh attends the donation of 6,652 helmets under the “Head Safe. Helmet On.” project.

Until now, passengers and children have not been legally required to wear helmets in Cambodia.

Population:
14,138,255

Number of motorized 
2-3 wheelers: 1,372,525

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths:  2,431

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 48,620CAMBODIA

New partnership to save more lives
AIP Foundation announced the “Head Safe. Helmet On.” project in 
Cambodia with USAID-Development Innovation Ventures (USAID-DIV) 
and cost-share partners. The project aims to increase passenger helmet 
wearing rates to 30% within the first year and 80% in the second year in 
target communes of Phnom Penh, Kandal, and Kampong Speu. “Head 
Safe. Helmet On.” implements school-based helmet safety programs, 
behavior-change campaigns, and advocates for legislation enforcing 
nationwide helmet use for passengers. At a helmet donation ceremony 
in December, Deputy Prime Minister Sar Kheng presented Royal Order 
of Sahametrei Medals to AIP Foundation representatives and partners in 
appreciation for their contribution to road safety.

Developing the capacity for 
effective helmet interventions
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In December, the Cambodian National Assembly and Senate approved the new Road Traffic Law, in which motorcycle 
passengers—including children—are required to wear helmets. This is a milestone event after years of collective efforts 
by many organizations, including AIP Foundation.

Advocacy accelerates critically needed Cambodian Road Traffic Law

2009

• The Cambodian 
Government 
partners with 
AIP Foundation 
to call for the 
Decade of Action 
for Road Safety.

2011
• FIA Foundation and CHVI produce a documentary with 

Global Road Safety Ambassador Michelle Yeoh, who meets 
with Minister of Public Works and Transport to advocate for 
a passenger helmet law. 

• AIP Foundation issues a call to road safety stakeholders to 
request the inclusion of child helmet use in the draft law. 
The Minister of Public Works and Transport consents. 

• AIP Foundation launches a new passenger helmet 
campaign, “Always Care. Always Wear a Helmet.”

2012
• AIP Foundation’s research 

finds that 98% of the 
public is in support of a 
passenger helmet law. 

• AIP Foundation co-
supports the National 
Road Safety Committee to 
finalize the draft traffic law 
with the Council of Jurists.

2014
• AIP Foundation presents a study to the Government 

demonstrating that 561 fatalities could be prevented, 
10,574 head injuries avoided, and US$98,618,422 
saved by 2020 if the law is passed by 2014. 

• AIP Foundation launches a global internet campaign to 
collect pledges in support of the enactment of the law. 

• The Cambodian Government adopts the draft traffic law. 

• AIP Foundation’s President meets with the heads of 
Commission of the National Assembly and Senate 
and provides scientific evidence to advocate for their 
approval of the draft traffic law. 

• Cambodia’s National Assembly and Senate both 
approve the draft Road Traffic Law.

2013
• AIP Foundation submits a 

Joint Statement with Handicap 
International and the Coalition 
for Road Safety to the Minister of 
Transport appealing for the law to 
be passed. 

• The statement is mentioned in the 
UN Secretary-General’s report, 
Improving Global Road Safety.

2008

• Advisory Board Member 
Dr. Terry Smith begins 
consultations with the 
Cambodian Government 
to  develop a motorcycle 
helmet standard, later 
approved in 2010.

The new Road Traffic Law is approved and signed by the
King of Cambodia on January 9, 2015.

2010

• The Cambodia Helmet Vaccine Initiative (CHVI) 
is launched by AIP Foundation, the World Bank, 
and FIA Foundation. 

• Prime Minister Hun Sen endorses CHVI’s 
passenger helmet campaign “One Helmet. One 
Life.” on national television. 

• AIP Foundation attends UN General Assembly 
for a resolution proclaiming 2011-2020 as the 
Decade of Action for Road Safety; Cambodia 
signs the resolution.
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Walk Wise, our project in Kai County of Chongqing Province, seeks to improve the road safety environment for students 
and their communities by focusing on five key components:

1. Road safety education in schools
2. Simple and effective road modifications
3. Public advocacy

of Walk Wise students  
said they felt safe on their 
way to school, compared 

to 28% at the beginning of 
the school year.

68%

The “Walking School Bus” teaches safe pedestrian skills along winding, bumpy, and poor quality roads.

Walking School Bus increases community 
awareness of pedestrian safety
Nearly 50,000 Walk Wise students, 2,000 teachers, 1,200 parents, and 
120 traffic policemen celebrated China’s 3rd National Traffic Safety Day in 
December. To practice and promote pedestrian skills, ten schools participated 
in the “Walking School Bus,” where students and supervisors walk to school 
along safe routes carrying road safety signs to educate the community.

Road treatments and safety modifications 
improve the road environment near
vulnerable schools
ARRB Group provided their technical expertise to develop a School 
Environment Modification Manual. Road treatments such as speed bumps, 
road signs, and painted pedestrian paths  were implemented  at  18  primary  
schools  through  a  small-grant program. These evidence-based treatments 
are low-cost and appropriate around schools. 

Innovative summer outreach attracts thousands
AIP Foundation reached students and their families during the summer 
months by hosting outdoor road safety awareness events in four townships. 
In July alone, over 1,000 community members received road safety 
information through interactive games, activities, educational videos, and 
introductions from the township government and police departments. 

Approximately 78% of students walk to and from school each day in Kai County on dangerous, mountainous roads. 

Population:
1,348,932,032

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths: 275,983

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 5,519,660

25% of road fatality 
victims are pedestriansCHINA

Road safety education 
delivered to more children 
in Kai County
After completing 1,440 road safety 
classes among 18 primary schools during 
the 2013-2014 school year, Walk Wise 
has scaled-up to improve the road safety 
environment at 38 schools for the 2014-
2015 school year.

4. Stakeholder engagement and capacity building
5. Research, monitoring, and evaluation



25,000 reflective yellow caps are distributed to students to enhance their visibility as they walk to and from school.

24,947
students participated,

242
teachers were trained,

49,894
parents and 

community members 
engaged, and

government partners 
and stakeholders

were involved

70

During the 2013-2014 school year,

in the Walk Wise project.



New campaign launches nationwide 
dialogue on child helmet use
AIP Foundation and Save the Children together launched The 7% Project 
to increase child helmet use and helmet wearing awareness through 
education, behavior change strategies, and enforcement. Helmet wearing 
K-pop group Crayon Pop performed for more than 1,600 fans to generate 
further excitement. Since the launch, nearly 10,000 supporters have 
pledged to wear helmets on motorcycles.

AIP Foundation’s advocacy for the inclusion of 
road safety reaches international audience
This year, we formed an alliance with the road safety stakeholder 
community in Thailand and submitted a joint letter to the Thai Ambassador 
to the UN, advocating for the inclusion of road safety within the Post-2015 
Development Agenda. Thailand has since supported the inclusion of road 
safety in Post-2015 proposals.

Only 7% of children in Thailand wear helmets as motorcycle passengers.

Population: 
69,122,232

Number of motorized 2-3 
wheelers: 17,322,538

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths: 26,312

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 526,240THAILAND
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Road safety 
development advances
AIP Foundation met with emerging 
provincial stakeholders and began 
to develop the new Street Wise 
program based on the success of our 
pedestrian safety program in China. 
Baseline assessments of road safety 
behavior,  knowledge, and the road 
traffic environment were conducted at 
five schools in Singhanakorn District of 
Songkhla Province and conclusions will 
be used to guide road safety curriculum 
development for target schools 
throughout 2015. 

School-based helmet programs encourage students, teachers, and parents to treat helmets as part of the school uniform.
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School-based helmet 
initiatives reached

28,010
individuals directly.

Over 1,600 K-pop fans attend the launch of The 7% Project in Bangkok, where international and Thai stars encourage children to wear helmets on motorcycles.
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Innovative project reaches vulnerable
industrial zone communities
A new Traffic Safety Project in the Nghi Son Economic Zone was piloted 
this year, designed to reduce the number of road crashes and prevent 
traffic-related deaths and injuries in Mai Lam, Hai Thuong, and Tan Truong 
communes in the Tinh Gia District. Through school- and community-based 
Traffic Safety Days and motorcycle driver training courses, the project 
reached 11,302 children, teachers, parents, community members, and 
government partners.

Our  three-year campaign combining 
child helmet advocacy, enhanced 
enforcement, and communications 
concluded this year.  Child helmet  use 
increased across Hanoi, Danang, and 
Ho Chi Minh City from 18% to 38% upon 
completion of the campaign. Reports 
show that 94%  of  respondents across  
target  cities  had  heard  about or  
seen  components  of  the  campaign, 
88%  recalled  its  key  message,  and  
99.7% knew  about  the  regulation  
stating  that children 6 and older 
must wear helmets on motorcycles. 
At the conclusion, the National Traffic 
Safety Committee began to develop a 
nationwide Child Helmet Action Plan 
with support from AIP Foundation.

Road safety knowledge 
spreads across Vietnam
Based on our Helmets for Kids success in 
increasing helmet use among students, 
Helmets for Families launched to 
further increase quality helmet use and 
awareness among communities. During 
the 2013-2014 school year, parents 
exchanged 4,289 sub-standard helmets 
for subsidized quality helmets and 
attended workshops on the importance 
of standard helmets.

Pedestrian safety education saving lives
This year, we educated 45,820 students across Ho Chi Minh City on 
pedestrian safety using in-classroom trainings and photo competitions as 
well as safety booklets, traffic simulation corners, and reflective caps that 
increase students’ visibility on the road. The rate of students’ sidewalk use 
increased from 35% to 80% after implementation, and the rate of students 
using crosswalks increased from 66% to 78%.

Enhancing awareness and strengthening
nationwide involvement
AIP Foundation trained policymakers and journalists to improve child helmet 
regulation and awareness in Vietnam. Following a successful training in 
late 2013, journalist trainees produced over 80 news articles, features, and 
TV documentaries by June 2014. Government policymakers applied the 
training by developing enforcement communications strategies.

25,452

14,631
parents signed letters pledging 
to put quality helmets on their 
children as part of our helmet-

based programs.

quality helmets were 
distributed to students, 

teachers, and parents during 
the 2013-2014 school year.

Substandard helmets, lack of pedestrian infrastructure, and low child helmet use rates are widespread across Vietnam.

Population: 
87,848,460

Number of motorized 2-3 
wheelers: 36,102,943

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths: 21,651

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 433,020VIETNAM

“Children also need
a helmet.” public
awareness campaign 
raises child helmet use

Helmets for Families schools in Tra Vinh Province take part in a motorcycle 
parade in November to share road safety messages with the community. 



cause of death for 
children aged 5 to 14.

and the

In Vietnam, road traffic crashes 
cause approximately

fatalities 
injuries each year.

and more than

22,000 433,000

#1 #2

Many of those dying are Across Vietnam’s major cities, 

of children wear helmets.
children. 38%

Road injury is the

cause of death for young 
people aged 15 to 29

Students use a 15 x 20 meter mobile traffic simulation canvas and equipment to practice pedestrian skills in a controlled environment.



Advocacy leads to
revision of Traffic and 
Road Safety Act
The Uganda Helmet Vaccine Initiative 
supported the Uganda National Bureau 
of Standards in passing a motorcycle 
helmet standard in 2012. This standard 
provides the government with a tool to 
assure quality helmets and better enforce 
existing legislation.

The Uganda Helmet Vaccine Initiative  
attended stakeholder workshops in 
May 2014 to support the revision of the 
current Traffic and Road Safety Act.  The 
Initiative’s recommendations on helmet 
use laws and regulations, such as the 
inclusion of the Uganda Helmet Standard 
in the Traffic and Road Safety Act, were 
included in the revised draft sent to the 
cabinet for approval. A committee was 
established with Uganda Helmet Vaccine 
Initiative representation to ensure full 
stakeholder engagement and completion 
of the process.

Successful multi-year helmet wearing
campaign expands to reach wider audience 
Building on the Uganda Helmet Vaccine Initiative’s three years of 
experience promoting helmet wearing and road safety in Kampala, AIP 
Foundation launched phase III of the “Your life is your wealth– wear a 
helmet!” campaign.

AIP  Foundation  organized  road  safety  workshops  for  600  boda  boda 
(motorcycle taxi) operators under the campaign, focusing on road crash 
prevention, proper helmet use, and defensive driving. All attendees 
received a quality helmet.

In Uganda, motorcyclists were reported in 2009 to be more likely to die or be seriously injured than any other type of road user.

An estimated 557 injuries occur on Tanzania’s roads each day.

Population: 
44,841,224

Number of motorized
2-3 wheelers: 451,304

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths: 10,162

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 203,240

Population: 
33,424,683

Estimated annual road 
traffic deaths: 9,655

Estimated annual road 
traffic injuries: 193,100UGANDA

TANZANIA

In  October,  AIP  Foundation’s  President 
met with the Permanent Secretary of the 
Prime Minister’s office, along with an 
agriculture expert from Tanzania Prisons 
Service and Coordinator of  the  Helmet  
Vaccine  Initiative Tanzania to further discuss 
the establishment of a government-owned 
helmet factory in Tanzania. AIP Foundation 
will provide technical support on the helmet 
factory, to be established under Tanzania 
Prisons Services in Dar es Salaam. Based 
on AIP Foundation’s successful Protec 
factory model in Hanoi, Vietnam, the plant 
will create jobs for the physically disabled 
and those within the prison system while 
providing high-quality, tropical helmets 
to the regional market, including Kenya, 
Uganda, and Ethiopia.

AIP Foundation provides 
support and technical 
expertise on helmet safety
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The Permanent Secretary in the Prime Minister’s Office, Dr. Florens Turuka 
(center left), in a group photo with AIP Foundation President Greig Craft and 
Senior Prisons Officers during helmet factory discussions in Dar es Salaam.

Boda boda operators leaving a road safety workshop immediately use 
one of their newly acquired skills: daytime running lights.
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Programs                              $ 2,696,911
Operations                              $ 885,300
Fundraising and Development      $ 116,189

Bilateral and Multilateral Agencies               
Foundations and Non-Profit Organizations  
Corporations                                               
Individuals                                                                                            

Total income                                       

$ 359,462
$ 1,165,769
$ 1,562,436
$ 9,918

$ 3,097,585

INCOME (USD) EXPENDITURE (USD)

Total expenditure                            $ 3,698,400



SUPPORTERS

Abbott
American International Group (AIG)
ARRB Group, Ltd
Atlantic Philanthropies
Australian International School
Australian Red Cross
Australian Volunteers for International Development 
BEC-TERO Music
Chevron Corporation
CLEAR
Courtyard by Marriott Bangkok
CrossRoads Programme
DENSO
Elite Model Management South East Asia
Evaristti Studios
FedEx Express
FIA Foundation
Ford Motor Company
Global Giving
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 

Societies (IFRC)
Johnson & Johnson
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Manulife (Cambodia) PLC
Marriott International, Inc.
Nghi Son Refinery & Petrochemical Limited Liability Company
Pandora Production Company Limited
Princeton in Asia
Road Safety Fund
Rotary Club of Bangkok South
Safe Kids Worldwide
Save the Children
Sealed Air
SIGMA Elevator (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Solvay
Thai Airways
The Embassy of Sweden in Hanoi
The Global Road Safety Partnership
The Task Force for Global Health, INC
The UPS Foundation
Trails of Indochina
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)-

Development Innovation Ventures (DIV)
Vespiario (Thailand) Co., Ltd

In addition, AIP Foundation receives significant support from individuals.

Our important work would not be possible without the strong support of committed companies, governments, 
organizations, and other stakeholders.

Left to Right: Saul Billingsley, Director General, FIA Foundation; Sean Callahan, Deputy Mission Director, USAID Cambodia; Michelle Yeoh, 
Global Road Safety Ambassador; Dr. David Sleet, Associate Director for Science, Division of Unintentional Injury Prevention, CDC; Jeff McLean, 
General Manager, UPS Vietnam; and Mirjam Sidik, CEO, AIP Foundation at a “Head Safe. Helmet On.” helmet donation ceremony in Cambodia.
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Provides a child with a reflective jacket, increasing his or her visibility walking to and 
from school.

Provides a child from a high-risk traffic area with a Protec helmet and traffic safety 
education.
 
Provides 200 students with traffic safety handbooks, equipping them with road 
safety knowledge. 

Hires a healthcare professional to speak to parents and the community about the 
importance of child helmet use. 

Secures billboard space to share life-saving road safety information with the public.

Provides 2,000 students with knowledge on how to protect themselves by funding a 
teacher training workshop.

$5

$15

$50

$100

$250

$1000

Larger donations, in-kind contributions, and partnerships have the opportunity to create even greater impact. 
We appreciate all support to bolster our efforts. 

For more information about our work and how you can support our mission, please visit our website:
www.asiainjury.org or email us at info@aipf-vietnam.org.

Help us enable children and other vulnerable road users to stay safe on the roads. Your support can make a tremendous 
difference. Here are just a few ways you can contribute:
 
Outright gifts
Make a secure online donation via Network for Good: www.asiainjury.org/support/ways-of-giving
 
Mail a check donation
AIP Foundation
c/o Bank of America
8690 East Broadway Blvd.
Tucson, Arizona, USA
85710-4014

Fundraising support
Work with us on organizing benefit events and other fundraising activities. 

For more information or to discuss new partnerships, please contact our International Development Director
Colin Delmore via email at colin.delmore@aipf-vietnam.org or via phone (84-8) 6299 1409, ext. 117.

How your support is used

Find out more

Asia Injury Prevention Foundationaipfoundation Asia Injury Prevention Foundation

AIPFoundation Asia Injury Prevention Foundation
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OUR TEAM

Celebrating 15 years of road safety achievements.

Leadership Council
Hon. Norman Y. Mineta
US Secretary of Transportation (Ret.)
Washington D.C, US

Lord George Robertson
Secretary General of NATO (Ret.)
British Member of Parliament
London, UK

Michelle Yeoh
Actress and Global Road Safety
Ambassador
Hong Kong, China

Board of Advisors
Dr. Martin Eichelberger, MD
Children’s Hospital
Washington D.C
 
Dr. Ricardo Martinez, MD
Safety Intelligence Systems Corp.
Atlanta, Georgia
 
Dr. Charles Mock, MD, PhD
Harbor View Injury Prevention Center
Seattle, Washington

Son Michael Pham
Kids Without Borders
Seattle, Washington

Dr. Fred Rivara, MD
Harbor View Injury Prevention Center
Seattle, Washington

Dr. Terry Smith, PhD
Dynamic Research, Inc.
Torrance, California

Joseph S. Toole
Federal Highway Administration, U.S. 
Department of Transportation (Ret.)
Washington, D.C.
 
Dr. David Wilmoth, PhD
David Wilmoth Associates Pty Ltd
Sydney, Australia



Executive Committee
Greig Craft
President and Founder 

Mirjam Sidik
Chief Executive Officer
 
Na Huong Hoang
Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Development
Colin Delmore  
Alison Ecker
Naomi Fujiki
Chelsea Gaviola                 
Bailey Marshall 
Minh Nguyen

Partnerships
Lotte Brondum
My Linh Nguyen  

Communications
Lainey Freels   
Frances Massing   
Phuong Tran  
Ngoc Vo

Monitoring & Evaluation
Gautam Biswas
Truong Bui     
Danielle Moore           
Ruth Pitt              

Strategy
James Bairstow
Son Nguyen

Finance 
Hien Doan
Erlinda Felix       
Oanh Nguyen
Lan Van   

Human Resources 
Lan Vu

Vietnam
Hong Bui
Phuong Dinh     
Jake Dojcinovic  
Tra Duong 
Tam Ha
Huyen Le 
Xuan Le
Hoang Anh Nguyen
Hung Nguyen  
Ngoc Anh Nguyen
Nhu Nguyen          
Nuong Nguyen
Tuan Nguyen    
Ha Phan          
Trang Phan  
Nhai Tran
Trang Truong

Thailand           
Wapee Klaewtanong     
Sirinee Limpiphitakasame      
Nutticha Mahapitatanatorn
Suchada Meteekunaporn
Supakorn Ruangsuwan
Patcharee Sisumran    
Abigail Steinberg          
Natanee Thawesaengskulthai
Michael Tran  

Vi Truong
Ratanawadee Winther                 

Cambodia        
Madeleine Carr
Porng Chehengleap
Soksambo Dy 
Ellen Halbach
Piseth Im  
Chanpha Khun
Pagna Kim
Ren Kong
Saven Men
Bridie Shea     
Sophal Sim          
Vibol Sim
Sidet Sokha
Sokunthea Vann        
Sela Vuth       
 
China 
Xiaoshuang Chen
Qian Liu
Chen Song
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Xiaoyan Xu  

Uganda
Caroline Violet Alony
Barbara Mwanje 

Tanzania
Alpherio Moris Nchimbi
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AIP Foundation employs both international and local experts in program implementation, monitoring and evaluation, 
and a variety of other fields to ensure that our interventions are efficient, effective, and based on the real needs 
of the communities we work in. Our growing team helps to ensure AIP Foundation remains a reputable, leading 
international NGO in road safety.
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Hanoi
12B Ngoc Khanh Street 
Ba Dinh District
Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel: (84-4) 3771 0700
info@aipf-vietnam.org

Phnom Penh
#18BEo, Street 348
Tuol Svay Prey I Commune, Chamka Morn District
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
Tel: (855-23) 99 65 19
info@aipf-cambodia.org

Bangkok
2, Prima Sathon Building Room 8405
Naradhiwas Rajanagarindra Road, Yannawa, Sathon
Bangkok, 10120, Thailand
Tel: (66-2) 676 0274
info@aipf-thailand.org

www.asiainjury.org 

Ho Chi Minh City
18Bis/19 Nguyen Thi Minh Khai Street
Da Kao Ward, District 1
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: (84-8) 6299 1409
info@aipf-vietnam.org

Chengdu
Room 3-5-4, Yulin Yuan, Fanghua Road 
Wuhou District, 610041
Chengdu, China 
Tel: (86) 1868 320 2177
info@aipf-china.org
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